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Darwin was the first biologist to consider the mechanisms of extinction. Though Cuvier some years before 
him established the fact of extinction, Cuvier missed that species might generate new forms. Darwin saw 
things quite differently. To Darwin no species was inherently fixed. Each form could end in extinction or 
could branch into a new form of life, shown so clearly in his sketches of branching diagrams of biological 
descent. But Darwin struggled with the idea that suffering was a pretext for evolution. This is evidenced in 
that “extinction” appears almost 200 times in The Origin of Species. Aided by contemporary theory, Darwin 
saw evolution through suffering and struggle. Natural selection is as much about losing at it is about winning 
and this troubled Darwin deeply. The IUCN estimates today that humans cause more natural suffering than 
ever before. No less than 16,000 species of animals and plants are immediately threatened with extinction. 
Whatever the natural rate of suffering was to Darwin’s eye, humans have ratcheted up these rates 
considerably. Habitat loss, overexploitation, pollution, introducing non-native species - the primary causes 
of biodiversity’s decline - these are at record highs. Climate change further exacerbates this plight. Though 
ethicists today generally agree that science and religion should co-labor in conservation, there is little 
consensus as to how this might work. One persistent sticking point is evolution via natural selection – 
Darwinian evolution. Forty years ago Lynn White suggested Christianity bore the blame in humanity’s 
crimes towards nature. White’s paper created a storm of controversy. Some (mostly scientists) celebrated the 
indictment and others (mostly Christians) fiercely defended their turf. What this discussion has missed is 
how Darwin’s insights into extinction and evolution parallel the Christian narrative. Like the Darwinian 
account of speciation, the Christian story claims that new life emerges from struggle. From the Genesis 
account of creation through to Christ’s passion on the cross, and beyond, the narratives suggest that humans 
must continually re-learn they are creatures. The cosmos here is ‘cruciform’ in that the drama of struggle 
and suffering - indeed something that cannot be escaped - brings forth beauty and grandeur and new life. 
Here the Christian position and Darwin’s are remarkably one. Articulating these similarities may offer a new 
diplomacy between secular and clerical efforts to extend greater concern for the earth’s dwindling 
biodiversity.
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